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Abstract—Cell-free Massive MIMO is considered as a promis-
ing technology for satisfying the increasing number of users
and high rate expectations in beyond-5G networks. The key
idea is to let many distributed access points (APs) communicate
with all users in the network, possibly by using joint coherent
signal processing. The aim of this paper is to provide the
first comprehensive analysis of this technology under different
degrees of cooperation among the APs. Particularly, the uplink
spectral efficiencies of four different cell-free implementations
are analyzed, with spatially correlated fading and arbitrary
linear processing. It turns out that it is possible to outperform
conventional Cellular Massive MIMO and small cell networks
by a wide margin, but only using global or local minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) combining. This is in sharp contrast
to the existing literature, which advocates for maximum-ratio
combining. Also, we show that a centralized implementation
with optimal MMSE processing not only maximizes the SE but
largely reduces the fronthaul signaling compared to the standard
distributed approach. This makes it the preferred way to operate
Cell-free Massive MIMO networks. Non-linear decoding is also
investigated and shown to bring negligible improvements.
Index Terms—Beyond 5G MIMO, Cell-free Massive MIMO,
Cellular Massive MIMO, uplink, AP cooperation, MMSE pro-
cessing, fronthaul signaling, non-linear decoding, small-cell net-
works.
I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional way to cover a large geographical area with
wireless communication services uses the cellular network
topology in Fig. 1(a), where each base station (BS) serves
an exclusive set of user equipments (UEs) [2]. This network
topology has been utilized for many decades and the spectral
efficiency (SE) has been gradually improved by reducing
the cell sizes and applying more advanced signal processing
schemes for interference mitigation [3].
Recently, massive multiple-input multiple-output (mMIMO)
has become the key 5G physical-layer technology [4]–[7].
It can improve the SE by at least 10× over legacy cellular
networks [3], by upgrading the BS hardware instead of de-
ploying new BS sites. The SE gain comes from that each
BS has a compact array with a hundred or more antennas,
which are used for digital beamforming and, particularly,
to spatially multiplex many user equipments (UEs) on the
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same time-frequency resource [8]. The characteristic feature
of mMIMO, compared to traditional multi-user MIMO, is that
each BS has many more antennas than UEs in the cell. Signal
processing methods, such as minimum mean-squared error
(MMSE) combining in the uplink, can be used individually at
each BS to suppress interference from both the same and other
cells [3], [9], [10], without the need for any BS cooperation.
The mMIMO theory also supports deployments with spatially
distributed arrays in each cell [11], [12], as also illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). This setup is essentially the same as the Distributed
Antenna System (DAS) setup in [13] and Coordinated Multi-
Point (CoMP) with static, disjoint cooperation clusters [14],
[15]. These are all different embodiments of cellular networks.
An alternative network infrastructure was considered in
[16], [17] under the name of Cell-free mMIMO. The idea is
to deploy a large number of distributed single-antenna access
points (APs), which are connected to a central processing
unit (CPU), also known as an edge-cloud processor [18] or
C-RAN (cloud radio access network) data center [19]. The
CPU operates the system in a Network MIMO fashion, with
no cell boundaries, to jointly serve the UEs by coherent
joint transmission and reception [15], [20]–[23]. Compared
to traditional Network MIMO, the outstanding aspect of Cell-
free mMIMO is the operating regime with many more APs
than UEs [16]. From an analytical perspective, an important
novelty was that imperfect channel state information (CSI)
was considered in the performance analysis, while perfect CSI
was often assumed in the past [15]. The paper [16] advocated
the use of maximum ratio (MR) processing (a.k.a. matched
filtering or conjugate beamforming) locally at each AP, while
[17], [24] showed that partially or fully centralized processing
at the CPU can achieve higher SE.
A. Motivation
The focus in the early papers [16], [17] was on comparing
Cell-free mMIMO with a small-cell network; that is, the APs
are deployed at the same places, but each AP serves its own
exclusive set of UEs. Since small cells are a special case of
Cell-free mMIMO, they obviously provide lower performance.
Particularly, [16], [17] demonstrated large improvements in
median and 95%-likely SE. In Section IV, we will show that
this is partially due to the fact that a poor implementation of
the small-cell network was considered in [16], [17]. In fact,
we will show that more sophisticated processing than MR is
needed in Cell-free mMIMO to always outperform small cells.
Unlike [16], [17], this paper aims at comparing Cell-free
mMIMO with conventional Cellular mMIMO and its primary
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Fig. 1. Comparison of different cellular and cell-free network
topologies.
goal is to find the most competitive cell-free implementation.1
Both network topologies are illustrated in Fig. 1. The large
differences make the comparison non-trivial and provide inter-
esting inputs into the design of beyond-5G networks. Cellular
mMIMO benefits from channel hardening and spatial inter-
ference suppression, but cell-edge UEs can have bad channel
conditions. On the other hand, Cell-free mMIMO benefits from
strong macro diversity but its interference suppression capabil-
ity highly depends on how it is operated. The early papers [16],
[17] conjectured that channel hardening also appears in Cell-
free mMIMO, but it was later shown that capacity bounds that
presumes hardening can greatly underestimate the practical SE
[27]. To achieve a reasonably fair comparison, we focus on
the uplink and assume that the data transmission is preceded
by a pilot-based channel estimation phase. All UEs transmit
with equal powers for any of the different levels and network
topologies.
B. Contributions
The major contributions of this paper are two-fold. Firstly,
we introduce a taxonomy with four different implementations
of Cell-free mMIMO, which are characterized by different
1Previous comparisons are found in [25], [26] but only for a single cell, so
it is not cellular, and only MR is used, which is known to perform badly [3].
degrees of cooperation among the APs. Secondly, we provide
new achievable SE expressions, which are valid for spatially
correlated fading channels, imperfect CSI, APs with an arbi-
trary number N of antennas, and heuristic or optimized receive
combining schemes. All this provides a common analytical
framework to numerically evaluate the benefits and costs (in
terms of fronthaul signaling) of the different implementations
and to understand how Cell-free mMIMO should be operated
and designed in order to get much higher performance than
conventional Cellular mMIMO and small cells.
The four different levels of cooperation that we consider
in this paper are as follows. The so-called Level 4 is a form
of Network MIMO and stands for a fully centralized network
in which the pilot and data signals received at all APs are
gathered (through the fronthaul links) at the CPU, which
performs channel estimation and data detection. Level 3 relies
on the large-scale fading decoding (LSFD) strategy, which
was originally proposed for Cellular mMIMO in [28], [29].
Particularly, it operates in two stages. In the first stage, each
AP locally estimates the channels and applies an arbitrary
receive combiner to obtain local estimates of the UE data.
These are then gathered at the CPU where they are linearly
processed to perform joint detection. Only channel statistics
can be utilized in the second stage at the CPU since the
pilot signals are not shared over the fronthaul links. Level
2 is a direct simplification of Level 3 in the sense that the
CPU performs detection in the second stage by simply taking
the average of the local estimates. This dispenses the CPU
from knowledge of the channel statistics and thus reduces
the amount of information to be exchanged. Finally, Level 1
stands for a fully distributed network in which the detection
is performed locally at the APs by using only local channel
estimates and one AP serves each UE. This is a small-cell
network where nothing is exchanged with the CPU.
The above levels have been partially analyzed before in the
literature, but not under the general and practical conditions
considered in this paper, which allow us to draw conclu-
sions that differ in several important ways—in particular, we
show that MR combining performs terribly bad in Cell-free
mMIMO. Level 4 was considered in [24], [30], [31] for
N = 1 and in [27], [32] with N ≥ 1 but with spatially
uncorrelated channels. Level 3 was investigated in [24], [33]
for N = 1 and MR combining. Level 2 was considered
in [16], [31], [34]–[38] (among many others) but only with
MR combining. A suboptimal implementation of Level 1 with
N = 1 was considered in [16] (the suboptimality is explained
in detail in Section III-D). There are also previous papers that
consider various forms of Levels 1–4 under perfect CSI; see
the reference list of [16] for a good selection of such papers.
In addition, there is previous research on BS cooperation in
cellular networks, where the received signals and CSI are
shared between BSs to cancel inter-cell interference; see [39]–
[41] and reference therein. These papers also consider different
levels of cooperation, but these are heavily influenced by the
cellular topology (e.g., BSs send signals to each other, BSs
are surrounded by UEs, and there exist cell edges) and can
thus not be applied to Cell-free mMIMO.
3C. Paper Outline
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
fines the system model for uplink Cell-free mMIMO for both
data transmission and channel estimation. Next, Section III
presents the four levels of receiver cooperation, including
achievable SE expressions for spatially correlated fading,
multi-antenna APs, and optimized receive combining. The
four levels are numerically compared with Cellular mMIMO
in Section IV. This section also discusses the differences
and similarities with the previous results in [16]. Section V
evaluates the potential benefit of using non-linear decoding
at the CPU, whereas the fronthaul signaling required with
the different implementations is quantified in Section VI.
Finally, the major conclusions and implications are drawn in
Section VII.
Reproducible research: All the simulation results can be
reproduced using the Matlab code and data files available at:
https://github.com/emilbjornson/competitive-cell-free
Notation: Boldface lowercase letters, x, denote column
vectors and boldface uppercase letters, X, denote matrices.
The superscripts T, ∗ and H denote transpose, conjugate, and
conjugate transpose, respectively. The n × n identity matrix
is In. We use , for definitions and diag(A1, . . . ,An) for a
block-diagonal matrix with the square matrices A1, . . . ,An on
the diagonal. The multi-variate circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian distribution with correlation matrix R is denoted
NC(0,R). The expected value of x is denoted as E{x}.
II. CELL-FREE NETWORK MODEL
We consider a Cell-free mMIMO network consisting of
L geographically distributed APs, each equipped with N
antennas. The APs are connected via fronthaul connections to
a CPU, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). There are K single-antenna
UEs in the network and the channel between AP l and UE k
is denoted by hkl ∈ CN . We use the standard block fading
model where hkl is constant in time-frequency blocks of τc
channel uses [3]. In each block, an independent realization
from a correlated Rayleigh fading distribution is drawn:
hkl ∼ NC(0,Rkl) (1)
where Rkl ∈ CN×N is the spatial correlation matrix, which
describes the spatial properties of the channel and βkl ,
tr(Rkl)/N is the large-scale fading coefficient that describes
geometric pathloss and shadowing.
This paper considers the uplink, which consists of τp
channel uses dedicated for pilots and τc − τp channel uses
for payload data. The two phases are described below. Notice
that the results of this paper apply to both systems operating
in time-division duplex (TDD) and frequency-division duplex
(FDD) mode, since the uplink works the same in both cases.
A. Pilot Transmission and Channel Estimation
We assume that τp mutually orthogonal τp-length pilot
signals φ1, . . . ,φτp with ‖φt‖2 = τp are used for channel
estimation. These pilots are assigned to the UEs in a determin-
istic but arbitrary way. The case of practical interest is a large
network with K > τp so that more than one UE is assigned
to each pilot. We denote the index of the pilot assigned to UE
k as tk ∈ {1, . . . , τp} and call Pk ⊂ {1, . . . ,K} the subset of
UEs that use the same pilot as UE k, including itself.
When the UEs transmit their pilots, the received signal Zl ∈
CN×τp at AP l is
Zl =
K∑
i=1
√
pihilφ
T
ti + Nl (2)
where pi ≥ 0 is the transmit power of UE i, Nl ∈ CN×τp
is the receiver noise with independent NC(0, σ2) entries, and
σ2 is the noise power. To estimate hkl, the AP first correlates
the received signal with the associated normalized pilot signal
φtk/
√
τp to obtain ztkl , 1√τpZlφ
∗
tk
∈ CN , which is given
by
ztkl =
K∑
i=1
√
pi√
τp
hilφ
T
tiφ
∗
tk
+
1√
τp
Nlφ
∗
tk
=
∑
i∈Pk
√
piτphil + ntkl (3)
where ntkl , Nlφ∗tk/
√
τp ∼ NC(0, σ2IN ) is the result-
ing noise. Using standard results from estimation theory [3,
Sec. 3], the MMSE estimate of hkl is
hˆkl =
√
pkτpRklΨ
−1
tkl
ztkl (4)
where
Ψtkl = E{ztklzHtkl} =
∑
i∈Pk
τppiRil + IN (5)
is the correlation matrix of the received signal in (3). The esti-
mate hˆkl and estimation error h˜kl = hkl−hˆkl are independent
vectors distributed as hˆkl ∼ NC
(
0, pkτpRklΨ
−1
tkl
Rkl
)
and
h˜kl ∼ NC(0,Ckl) with
Ckl = E{h˜klh˜Hkl} = Rkl − pkτpRklΨ−1tklRkl. (6)
The mutual interference generated by the pilot-sharing UEs in
(3) causes the so-called pilot contamination that degrades the
system performance, similar to the case in Cellular mMIMO.
Remark 1. The computation of hˆkl in (4) requires knowledge
of the correlation matrices {Ril : i ∈ Pk}, which we assume
to be locally available at AP l; see [3] for methods to estimate
them. To dispense with their full knowledge, the AP can apply
alternative channel estimation schemes as in Cellular mMIMO
[3, Sec. 3.4]. One option is the so-called element-wise MMSE
estimator that uses only the main diagonals of {Ril : i ∈ Pk}.
Alternatively, the least-square estimator can be used, which
requires no prior statistical information and computes the
estimate of hkl as hˆkl = 1√pkτp ztkl; see [37].
B. Uplink Data Transmission
During the uplink data transmission, the received complex
baseband signal yl ∈ CN at AP l is given by
yl =
K∑
i=1
hilsi + nl (7)
4where si ∼ NC(0, pi) is the information-bearing signal trans-
mitted by UE i with power pi and nl ∼ NC(0, σ2IN ) is the
independent receiver noise.
Remark 2. The signal model in (2) and (7) implicitly assumes
that the entire network is synchronized in time. There exist
wired and over-the-air methods that can be used to synchro-
nize the clocks at the APs [19], [42], [43]. However, the signal
transmitted by a UE will never be synchronously received by
all the APs due to the largely different distances between
the UE and different APs. In orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing systems, a simple way to compensate for that is
to select the length of the cyclic prefix so as to accommodate
both the channel delay spread and timing misalignments. This
results in a quasi-synchronous system [44]. For example, in the
LTE standard, the cyclic prefix is long enough to assume that a
UE is quasi-synchronized to all APs within a 1 km radius. If the
extended cyclic prefix is used, the range increases up to 5 km.
Since the APs that are further away will receive negligible
signal power, the model in (2) and (7) is accurate enough for
the performance analysis considered in this paper.
III. FOUR LEVELS OF RECEIVER COOPERATION
All the APs are connected via fronthaul connections to a
CPU that has high computational resources.2 Hence, the APs
can be viewed as remote-radio heads that cooperate to support
coherent communication with the UEs. The fronthaul can
consist of a mix of wired and wireless connections, organized
in a star or mesh topology [19]; the methods developed in
this paper can be applied with any fronthaul topology. AP l
receives the signal yl in (7) and can use the available channel
estimates {hˆkl : k = 1, . . . ,K} to detect the data signals
locally, or can fully or partially delegate this task to the CPU.
The benefit of using the CPU is that it can combine the
inputs from all APs, but this must be balanced against the
required amount of fronthaul signaling. Four levels of receiver
cooperation are described below and compared with Cellular
mMIMO in Section IV by means of numerical results.
A. Level 4: Fully Centralized Processing
The most advanced level of Cell-free mMIMO operation
is when the L APs send their received pilot signals {ztl :
t = 1, . . . , τp, l = 1, . . . , L} and received data signals
{yl : l = 1, . . . , L} to the CPU, which takes care of the
channel estimation and data signal detection. In other words,
the APs act as relays that forward all signals to the CPU [45].
In each coherence block, each AP needs to send τpN complex
scalars for the pilot signals and (τc − τp)N complex scalars
for the received signals. This becomes τcN complex scalars
in total, which is summarized in Table I. Moreover, the spatial
correlation matrices {Rkl : k = 1, . . . ,K, l = 1, . . . , L} are
2In practice, cell-free systems will have more than one CPU and only a
subset of the APs will serve each UE [15], [19], [43]. The methods described
in this paper applies also to that case. The only requirement is that each UE is
assigned to one CPU that takes partial or full responsibility for the decoding
of the UE’s data and will then forward the decoded data to the core network.
TABLE I. Number of complex scalars to send from the APs
to the CPU via the fronthaul, either in each coherence block
or for each realization of the user locations/statistics.
Each coherence block Statistical parameters
Level 4 τcNL KLN2/2
Level 3 (τc − τp)KL KL+ (L2K2 +KL)/2
Level 2 (τc − τp)KL −
Level 1 − −
assumed available at the CPU at Level 4, which are described
by KLN2 real scalars or KLN2/2 complex scalars.3
The received signal available at the CPU is expressed asy1...
yL

︸ ︷︷ ︸
,y
=
K∑
i=1
hi1...
hiL

︸ ︷︷ ︸
,hi
si +
n1...
nL

︸ ︷︷ ︸
,n
(8)
or, in a more compact form, as
y =
K∑
i=1
hisi + n. (9)
The collective channel is distributed as hk ∼ NC(0,Rk)
where Rk = diag(Rk1, . . . ,RkL) ∈ CLN×LN is the block-
diagonal spatial correlation matrix. Notice that (9) is math-
ematically equivalent to the signal model of a single-cell
mMIMO system with correlated fading [3, Sec. 2.3.1]. The
only difference is how the correlation matrices are generated
and how the pilots are allocated. In fact, in conventional single-
cell mMIMO orthogonal pilots are assigned to UEs whereas
the same pilot can be assigned to multiple UEs in the in-
vestigated cell-free network. This leads to pilot contamination
between UEs served by the same AP antennas.
The CPU can compute all the MMSE channel estimates
{hˆil : k = 1, . . . ,K, l = 1, . . . , L} using the received
pilot signals and channel statistics obtained from the APs.
The estimates can be computed separately without loss of
optimality. For UE k, the CPU can then form the collective
channel estimate
hˆk ,
hˆk1...
hˆkL
 ∼ NC (0, pkτpRkΨ−1tk Rk) (10)
where Ψ−1tk = diag(Ψ
−1
tk1
, . . . ,Ψ−1tkL). The estimation error is
h˜k = hk−hˆk ∼ NC(0,Ck) with Ck = diag(Ck1, . . . ,CkL).
Next, the CPU selects an arbitrary receive combining vector
vk ∈ CLN for UE k based on all the collective channel
estimates {hˆk : k = 1, . . . ,K}.
While the capacity of Level 4 networks with perfect CSI is
known in some cases [45], the ergodic capacity is generally
unknown in the considered case with imperfect CSI. However,
we can rigorously analyze the performance by using standard
capacity lower bounds [3], [46], which we refer to as achiev-
able SEs.
3It is not strictly necessary for the CPU to know the spatial correlation
matrices, but it can use estimators that do not require that; see Remark 1.
5Proposition 1. At Level 4, if the MMSE estimator is used to
compute channel estimates for all UEs, an achievable SE of
UE k is
SE
(4)
k =
(
1− τp
τc
)
E
{
log2
(
1 + SINR
(4)
k
)}
(11)
where the instantaneous effective signal-to-interference-and-
noise ratio (SINR) is
SINR
(4)
k =
pk|vHk hˆk|2
K∑
i=1,i6=k
pi|vHk hˆi|2 + vHk
(
K∑
i=1
piCi + σ2ILN
)
vk
(12)
and the expectation is with respect to the channel estimates.
Proof: The proof follows the same steps as the proof of
[3, Th. 4.1] for Cellular mMIMO and is therefore omitted.
The pre-log factor 1−τp/τc in (11) is the fraction of channel
uses that are used for uplink data transmission. The term
SINR
(4)
k takes the form of an “effective instantaneous SINR”
[3], with the desired signal power received over the estimated
channel in the numerator and the interference plus noise in the
denominator.4
We notice that the SE expression in (11) holds for any
receive combining vector vk and is a multi-antenna generaliza-
tion of [24, Eq. (1)] and an extension of [27], [32] to spatially
correlated channels. The expression can be easily computed for
any vk by using Monte Carlo methods, as done in Section IV.
A possible choice is to use the simple MR combining with
vk = hˆk, which has low computational complexity and
maximizes the power of the desired signal, but neglects the
existence of interference. Other heuristic combiners such as
zero-forcing (ZF) or regularized zero-forcing (RZF) can be
also applied. Instead of resorting to heuristics, we notice that
SINR
(4)
k in (12) only depends on vk and has the form of a
generalized Rayleigh quotient. Hence, the combining vector
that maximizes (12) can be obtained as follows.
Corollary 1. The instantaneous SINR in (12) for UE k is
maximized by the MMSE combining vector
vk = pk
(
K∑
i=1
pi
(
hˆihˆ
H
i + Ci
)
+ σ2ILN
)−1
hˆk (13)
which leads to the maximum value
SINR
(4)
k = pkhˆ
H
k
 K∑
i=1,i6=k
pihˆihˆ
H
i +
K∑
i=1
piCi + σ
2ILN
−1hˆk.
(14)
Proof: It follows from [3, Lemma B.10] since (11) is a
generalized Rayleigh quotient with respect to vk.
It can be shown that the SINR-maximizing combiner in
(13) minimizes the mean-squared error MSEk = E{|sk −
vHky|2
∣∣{hˆi}}, which represents the conditional MSE between
the data signal sk and the received signal vHky after receive
4The word “effective” refers to the fact that SINR(4)k cannot be measured
in the system at any particular point in time, but the SE is the same as
that of a fading single-antenna point-to-point channel where SINR(4)k is the
instantaneously measurable SINR and the receiver has perfect CSI.
combining; see [3, Sec. 4.1] for details. This is why it is called
MMSE combining. This type of receive combining normally
maximizes the mutual information of channels with multiple
receive antennas [47], but the particular expression in (13) is
unique for Cell-free mMIMO.
Compared to many heuristic solutions, MMSE combining
has higher computational complexity since it requires first the
computation of the LN×LN matrix inverse in (13) and then a
matrix-vector multiplication. However, this is not a major issue
since it has to be implemented at the CPU, which is assumed
to have high computational capability. If the complexity is a
concern, then ZF and RZF can be used instead since only
K ×K matrices need to be inverted. The price to pay is that
the UEs with low SNRs get an SE reduction, which may be
very large.
B. Level 3: Local Processing & Large-Scale Fading Decoding
Instead of sending the N -dimensional vectors {yl : l =
1, . . . , L} and the channel estimates to the CPU, each AP
can preprocess its signal by computing local estimates of the
data that are then passed to the CPU for final decoding. Let
vkl ∈ CN be the local combining vector that AP l selects for
UE k. Then, its local estimate of sk is
sˇkl , vHklyl = vHklhklsk +
K∑
i=1,i6=k
vHklhilsi + v
H
klnl. (15)
Any combining vector can be adopted in the above expression.
Unlike at Level 4, however, AP l can only use its own local
channel estimates {hˆil : i = 1, . . . ,K} for the design of vkl.
The simplest solution is MR combining with vkl = hˆkl as in
[16], [24] but preferably the AP should use its local CSI to
make sˇkl as close to sk as possible. The combining vector that
minimizes the MSE, MSEkl = E{|sk − vHklyl|2
∣∣{hˆil}}, is
vkl = pk
(
K∑
i=1
pi
(
hˆilhˆ
H
il + Cil
)
+ σ2IN
)−1
hˆkl (16)
which can be proved by computing the conditional expectation
and equating the first derivative with respect to vkl to zero.
Notice that (16) is the combining vector that would maximize
the SE if AP l decoded the data signal sk locally. We call
(16) Local MMSE (L-MMSE) combining to distinguish it from
the MMSE combining in (13) at Level 4, which is applied at
the CPU. A main benefit over MMSE combining is that an
N × N matrix is inverted in (16) instead of an LN × LN
matrix. Importantly, even if N = 1, (16) is not equal to MR
but differ by a non-deterministic scaling factor.
The local estimates {sˇkl : l = 1, . . . , L} are then sent to
the CPU where they are linearly combined using the weights
{akl : l = 1, . . . , L} to obtain sˆk =
∑L
l=1 a
∗
klsˇkl, which is
eventually used to decode sk. From (15), we have that
sˆk =
(
L∑
l=1
a∗klv
H
klhkl
)
sk+
L∑
l=1
a∗kl
(
K∑
i=1,i6=k
vHklhilsi
)
+ n′k
(17)
6with n′k =
∑L
l=1 a
∗
klv
H
klnl. Let gki = [v
H
k1hi1 . . . v
H
kLhiL]
T
be the L-dimensional vector with the receive-combined chan-
nels between UE k and each of the APs. Then, (17) reduces
to
sˆk = a
H
kgkksk +
K∑
i=1,i6=k
aHkgkisi + n
′
k (18)
where ak = [ak1 . . . akL]T ∈ CL is the weighting coefficient
vector and {aHkgki : i = 1, . . . ,K} represent the effective
channels. Notice that ak can be optimized by the CPU to
maximize the SE, but only channel statistics can be utilized
since the CPU does not have knowledge of the channel
estimates at Level 3. This approach is known as LSFD in
Cellular mMIMO [28], [29], and can be applied at Level 3
as follows. Although the effective channel aHkgkk is unknown
at the CPU, we notice that its average aHkE{gkk} is non-zero
(e.g., if L-MMSE or MR is used) and deterministic. Therefore,
it can be assumed known5 and used to compute the following
achievable SE.
Proposition 2. At Level 3, an achievable SE of UE k is
SE
(3)
k =
(
1− τp
τc
)
log2
(
1 + SINR
(3)
k
)
(19)
with the effective SINR given by
SINR
(3)
k =
pk |aHkE{gkk}|2
K∑
i=1
piE{|aHkgki|2} − pk |aHkE{gkk}|2+σ2aHkDkak
(20)
where Dk = diag(E{‖vk1‖2}, . . . ,E{‖vkL‖2}) ∈ CL×L and
the expectations are with respect to all sources of randomness.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A.
The achievable SE above holds for any combining scheme.
Particularly, it is valid for both the L-MMSE combining in
(16) and the MR combining vkl = hˆkl that was used in [24].
Unlike the achievable SE in Proposition 1, it holds for any
channel estimator (not only for the MMSE estimator (11))
but requires channel hardening in order to approximate aHkgkk
with its mean value aHkE{gkk}. However, this may not occur
when the number N of antennas at the APs is relatively small
[27]. In that case, the SE expression in (20) underestimates
the achievable performance, but is anyway the best available
capacity bound.
The structure of (20) allows computing the deterministic
weighting vector ak that maximizes SINR
(3)
k . This is given as
follows.
Corollary 2. The effective SINR in (20) for UE k is maximized
by
ak =
(
K∑
i=1
piE{gkigHki}+ σ2Dk
)−1
E{gkk} (21)
5When dealing with ergodic capacities, all deterministic parameters can be
assumed known without loss of generality, because these can be estimated
using a finite number of transmission resources, while the capacity is only
achieved as the amount of transmission resources goes to infinity. Hence, the
estimation overhead for obtaining deterministic parameters is negligible.
which leads to the maximum value
SINR
(3)
k = pkE{gHkk}
×
(
K∑
i=1
piE{gkigHki}+σ2Dk−pkE{gkk}E{gHkk}
)−1
E{gkk}.
(22)
Proof: It follows from [3, Lemma B.10] by noting that
(20) is a generalized Rayleigh quotient with respect to ak.
Notice that Level 3 is an extension of the LSFD frame-
work in [24], [29], [33], [48], which has previously been
only used in Cell-free mMIMO along with MR combining.
In fact, the SE expressions provided in these papers only
apply for particular choices of receive combining and not for
arbitrary combining as (19). This makes Proposition 2 a novel
contribution of this paper.
The signaling required at Level 3 can be quantified as
follows. Each AP needs to send (τc − τp)K complex scalars
(i.e., sˇkl for all k) to the CPU per coherence block. In
addition, the computation of (21) requires knowledge of
the L-dimensional complex vector E{gkk}, of the L × L
Hermitian complex matrix E{gkigHki}, and of the real-valued
L × L diagonal matrix Dk for k, i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. Hence,
KL + (L2K2 + KL)/2 complex scalars are needed in total.
These values are summarized in Table I.
C. Level 2: Local Processing & Simple Centralized Decoding
Although the optimized LSFD step in Level 3 gives the
highest SE among schemes with local combining at each AP,
it requires knowledge of a number of statistical parameters
that grows quadratically with L and K, which can be very
large in Cell-free mMIMO. In practice, this large number
of parameters need to be jointly estimated by the APs and
sent to the CPU. This might not be feasible, especially if the
statistics vary with time. To overcome this issue, the CPU can
alternatively create its estimate of the signal sk from UE k by
simply taking the average of the local estimates, as proposed
in the early papers on the topic [16], [17].6 This yields
sˆk =
1
L
L∑
l=1
sˇkl (23)
where sˇkl is given in (15) and can be obtained by any
local combining vector. Since this is equivalent to setting
ak = [1/L . . . 1/L]
T in Proposition 2, the following result
is obtained.
Corollary 3. At Level 2, an achievable SE of UE k is
SE
(2)
k =
(
1− τp
τc
)
log2
(
1 + SINR
(2)
k
)
(24)
6Level 2 also includes other cases where the weight akl is selected based
only on the statistical information available at AP l. For example, we have
tried akl = βνlk for different exponents ν but the performance gap to Level
3 remained to be large. Further research in this direction is needed.
7with the effective SINR given by
SINR
(2)
k =
pk
∣∣∣∣ L∑
l=1
E {vHklhkl}
∣∣∣∣2
K∑
i=1
piE
{∣∣∣ L∑
l=1
vHklhil
∣∣∣2}−pk∣∣∣ L∑
l=1
E{vHklhkl}
∣∣∣2+σ2 L∑
l=1
E{‖vkl‖2}
(25)
where the expectations are taken with respect to all sources
of randomness.
As for Proposition 2, the above SE can be utilized along
with any local combining vector and also channel estimator.
If MR is used with single-antenna APs (i.e., N = 1), then
Corollary 3 reduces to the case considered in [16] and can be
computed in closed form (similar results are found in [31],
[34]–[38]). The number of complex scalars to be exchanged
per coherence block is the same as at Level 3. The key
difference is that no statistical parameters are needed at the
CPU. This is summarized in Table I.
D. Level 1: Small-Cell Network
The simplest implementation level is when the signal from
UE k is decoded by using only the received signal from one
AP. In this case, the decoding can be done locally at the AP by
using its own local channel estimates without exchange any-
thing with the CPU.7 This makes the network truly distributed
[15, Sec. 4.2] and essentially turns Cell-free mMIMO into a
small-cell network. The macro diversity achieved by selecting
the best out of many APs could potentially make it competitive
compared to conventional Cellular mMIMO with larger cells.
Cell-free mMIMO and small cells were compared in [16],
[17] with N = 1 and an AP selection based on the largest
large-scale fading coefficient βkl. In addition to this, the
authors impose that each AP can only serve one UE. Unlike
[16], [17], we remove all these restrictions by assuming an
arbitrary number of antennas per AP and letting the AP
that gives the highest SE to a specific UE be responsible
for decoding its signal. The latter makes the AP association
more complex than [16], [17], but the numerical results in
Section IV show that it vastly improves the performance.8
Within the above setting, the following result is obtained.
Corollary 4. At Level 1, an achievable SE of UE k is
SE
(1)
k =
(
1− τp
τc
)
max
l∈{1,...,L}
E
{
log2
(
1 + SINR
(1)
kl
)}
(26)
7In all the four levels, the K data streams need to be transmitted to the
core network after decoding. This requires a backhaul load proportional to
the sum SE, which is not included in Table I but is different for each level.
8In practice, selecting the AP that maximizes the SE can be replaced by
selecting the AP that maximizes some kind of approximate closed-form SINR.
Such a selection rule has the same implementation complexity as selecting
the AP with the largest large-scale fading coefficient. However, the challenge
is that the SINR is affected by the transmit powers, so if these powers are
optimized, the optimization must also involve the AP selection.
where the instantaneous effective SINR at AP l is
SINR
(1)
kl =
pk|vHklhˆkl|2
K∑
i=1
i6=k
pi|vHklhˆil|2 + vHkl
(
K∑
i=1
piCil + σ2IN
)
vkl
(27)
and the expectation is with respect to the channel estimates.
The maximum value in (27) is achieved with the L-MMSE
combining in (16) and is given by
SINR
(1)
kl = pkhˆ
H
kl
 K∑
i=1
i6=k
pihˆilhˆ
H
il +
K∑
i=1
piCil + σ
2IN

−1
hˆkl. (28)
Proof: For each AP, the SE is computed in the same way
as in Proposition 1 and the maximum SINR is achieved as in
Corollary 1.
The SE expression above is more general than the one
considered for small cells in [16], where N = 1 is considered
and each AP only estimates the channel of the UE it serves.
When considering that special case, the following result is
obtained instead.
Proposition 3. At Level 1 with N = 1, if AP l decodes
the signal from UE k using only its local estimate hˆkl, an
achievable SE is
e
1
ωkl(1+Akl)E1
(
1
ωkl(1+Akl)
)
− e 1ωklAklE1
(
1
ωklAkl
)
ln(2)
(29)
where Akl =
∑
i∈Pk\{k}
(
piβil
pkβkl
)2
is due to pilot contamination,
ωkl =
p2kτpβ
2
kl
Ψtkl
( ∑
i 6∈Pk
piβil +
∑
i∈Pk
piCil + σ2
) , (30)
E1(x) =
∫∞
1
e−xu
u du denotes the exponential integral, and
ln(·) denotes the natural logarithm.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B.
Comparing the achievable SE in (29) with [16, Eq. (47)]
we notice that, despite the different notation, the equivalence
only holds when Akl = 0; that is, in the absence of pilot
contamination. Although [16] states the result without proof,
it seems that the paper has neglected the conditioning on the
local channel estimate hˆkl when computing the interference
power; see (47) in Appendix B. This leads to an approximate
SE rather than an exact expression. This is why we included
Proposition 3 in this paper and will use it for numerical
comparison in Section IV.
Remark 3. We noticed that the expression in (29) is nu-
merically unstable when ωkl(1 + Akl) and/or ωklAkl are
small. This is because e1/x → ∞ and E1(1/x) → 0 when
x→ 0. When this happens, one can instead utilize the bounds
x
1+x ≤ e1/xE1(1/x) ≤ x in [49, Eq. 5.1.19] to realize that
e1/xE1(1/x) ≈ x when x→ 0.
8IV. CELL-FREE VERSUS CELLULAR MMIMO
In this section, we compare the uplink performance of Cell-
free mMIMO, with the different cooperation levels and either
MR or MMSE/L-MMSE combining, and Cellular mMIMO.
We first briefly describe the cellular setup that is considered.
A. Cellular mMIMO Setup
We consider a cellular network with Lc = 4 cells, Mc =
100 antennas per cellular BS, and Kc = 10 UEs per cell. The
block-fading channel from BS j to UE k in cell l is modeled
as
hjlk ∼ NC
(
0,Rjlk
)
(31)
where Rjlk ∈ CMc×Mc is the spatial correlation matrix with
large-scale fading coefficient βjlk , tr(R
j
lk)/Mc describing
the geometric pathloss and shadowing. The uplink transmit
power of UE k in cell l is denoted by plk ≥ 0.
We assume there are τp = Kc mutually orthogonal pilots
and that UE k in every cell uses the same pilot (i.e., pilot reuse
one). When using standard MMSE estimation [3, Th. 3.1], the
MMSE estimate of hjlk ∈ CMc is given by
hˆjli ∼ NC
(
0,Rjli −Cjli
)
(32)
and the independent estimation error h˜jli ∈ CMc is
h˜jli , h
j
li − hˆjli ∼ NC
(
0,Cjli
)
(33)
with
Cjli = R
j
li − pliτpRjli
(
Lc∑
l′=1
pl′iτpR
j
l′i + σ
2IMc
)−1
Rjli. (34)
An achievable SE of UE k in cell j is [3, Th. 4.1]
SE
(c)
jk =
(
1− τp
τc
)
E
{
log2
(
1 + SINR
(c)
jk
)}
(35)
where the effective SINR, SINR(c)jk , is maximized by multi-cell
MMSE (M-MMSE) combining [9]. This gives
SINR
(c)
jk = pjk(hˆ
j
jk)
H× Lc∑
l=1
Kc∑
i=1
(l,i)6=(j,k)
plihˆ
j
li(hˆ
j
li)
H +
Lc∑
l=1
Kc∑
i=1
pliC
j
li + σ
2IMc

−1
hˆjjk.
(36)
Other combining schemes can be used but they provide lower
SEs. By considering M-MMSE, we thus compare Cell-free
mMIMO with the most competitive form of Cellular mMIMO.
B. Simulation Setup and Propagation Model
The cellular network has 4 square cells in a 1× 1 km area,
as in Fig. 1, with 100 co-located antennas per BS. The cell-
free network is deployed in the same area and has either 400
single-antenna APs (i.e., N = 1) or 100 four-antenna APs (i.e.,
N = 4). Hence, all the network configurations have the same
number of antennas. To make a fair comparison, the APs are
deployed on a square grid (we consider random deployment
later in this section) and the same propagation model is used
in all cases. We anticipate that the APs in Cell-free mMIMO
will be deployed in urban environments with high user loads,
roughly 10 m above the ground. This matches well with the
3GPP Urban Microcell model in [50, Table B.1.2.1-1] with a
2 GHz carrier frequency and
βkl [dB] = −30.5− 36.7 log10
(
dkl
1 m
)
+ Fkl (37)
where dkl is the distance between UE k and AP l (computed
as the minimum over different wrap-around cases, and taking
the 10 m height difference into account) and Fkl ∼ N (0, 42)
is the shadow fading. The shadowing terms from an AP to
different UEs are correlated as [50, Table B.1.2.2.1-4]
E{FklFij} =
{
422−δki/9m l = j
0 l 6= j (38)
where δki is the distance between UE k and UE i. The second
row in (38) accounts for the correlation of shadowing terms
related to two different APs, which is negligible since we have
at least 50 m between adjacent APs in the simulation setup
(notice that 2−50/9 ≈ 0.02).
Since the propagation model from [50] is designed for
cellular networks, we use the same propagation model for
Cellular mMIMO by simply adding an additional index to
all the parameters to specify in which cell a particular UE
resides. By having a common model for cell-free and cellular
networks, we can be sure that the performance differences
that we observe are caused by differences in technology
characteristics, and not by the propagation model. There are
K = 40 UEs in the simulation setup, whereof ten are uni-
formly dropped in each cell and assigned to unique pilots with
random indices.9 The same UE locations and pilot assignments
are used in the cell-free case, but the shadowing is generated
independently.
The cellular BSs and multi-antenna APs are equipped with
half-wavelength-spaced uniform linear arrays. The spatial cor-
relation is generated using the Gaussian local scattering model
with 15◦ angular standard deviation [3, Sec. 2.6]. All UEs
transmit with power pk = pjk = 100 mW, the bandwidth is
20 MHz, the noise power is σ2 = −96 dBm, and the coherence
blocks contain τc = 200 channel uses (e.g., achieved by 2 ms
coherence time and 100 kHz coherence bandwidth).
Remark 4. The early Cell-free mMIMO papers [16], [24]
used another propagation model, which has since then become
standard in the field. However, that model is based on the
COST-Hata model from [51] for macro-cells, where the APs
are at least 30 m above the ground and the UEs are at least
1 km from the AP. This is very different from the micro-cell-like
deployment we anticipate for Cell-free mMIMO and it should
be noted that the model creators themselves specified that it
“must not be used for micro-cells” [51, Ch. 4]. Moreover,
the model in [16], [24] has no shadowing when a UE is
9Each UE in the Cellular mMIMO case is connecting to the BS providing
the largest large-scale fading coefficient; that is, βjjk = maxl β
j
jk . Due to
the shadowing, this might not be the geographically closest BS.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Cellular mMIMO and Cell-free
mMIMO when using MMSE or L-MMSE combining.
closer than 50 m from an AP, which is often the case in Cell-
free mMIMO deployments. When the distance is larger, the
shadowing decorrelation distance is 10× larger than in the
3GPP model [50]. For all these reasons, we believe that the
propagation model used in this paper is a better baseline for
evaluating Cell-free mMIMO systems.
C. Numerical Comparisons
Fig. 2(a) compares Cellular mMIMO and Cell-free mMIMO
with L = 400 and N = 1. The figure shows the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the SE of a randomly located
UE, when using MMSE or L-MMSE combining in the cell-
free cases. At the 90% or 95% likely SE points (i.e., where
the vertical axis is 0.1 or 0.05), the cell-free cases perform ac-
cording to their level: Level 4 provides by far the highest SEs,
while Level 1 gives the lowest SEs but is anyway preferable as
compared to Cellular mMIMO. Looking at the complete CDF
curves, the situation is more complicated since the Level 1 and
Cellular mMIMO curves are crossing the Level 2 and Level
3 curves. Hence, UEs with good channel conditions get better
performance with these methods. However, Level 4 performs
better than Cellular mMIMO for every UE.
Fig. 2(b) considers the same setup but with fewer APs that
are equipped with multiple antennas: L = 100 and N = 4.
The general trends are the same as in Fig. 2(a) but Level
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Cellular mMIMO with Cell-free (L =
400, N = 1) when using MR combining.
4 loses in SE due to the reduced macro diversity; that is, the
average distance from a UE to an AP is increased. In contrast,
Level 1 gains in performance since each AP can now suppress
interference locally, by using its four antennas. In fact, Level
1 is now comparable to Level 2 for the weakest UEs and
substantially better for the strongest UEs.
Next, Fig. 3 considers the case L = 400, N = 1 and
MR combining, which is the receiver processing advocated
in the early papers on Cell-free mMIMO. More precisely,
Level 2 was considered in [16] and Level 3 in [24]. The poor
processing leads to a large SE loss, compared to Fig. 2(a), for
all levels of Cell-free mMIMO receiver cooperation, except
Level 1. In fact, Level 2 is outperformed by both small
cells (Level 1) and Cellular mMIMO for every single UE.
Note that we are considering single-antenna APs in this
figure, so MR processing is suboptimal even in that basic
case, and the use of LSFD in Level 3 cannot make up for
the performance loss. This is because L-MMSE and MR
differ by a non-deterministic scalar and LSFD only involves
deterministic scalars. Not even Level 4 performs better than
Cellular mMIMO or small cells when using MR, so we can
conclude that Cell-free mMIMO should never use the MR
scheme.
D. Revisiting “Cell-free Massive MIMO versus small cells”
Interestingly, our observations in Fig. 3 contradict the pre-
vious results in [16], where Cell-free mMIMO with ‘Level 2
(MR)’ was shown to perform much better than small cells, in
terms of both 95%-likely and median SE. The reason for the
differences is explained in this subsection by reproducing [16,
Fig. 4, Fig. 6] and adding some additional curves to them. The
following three-slope propagation model was used in [16]:
βkl [dB]=

−81.2 dkl < 10 m
−61.2− 20 log10
(
dkl
1m
)
10 m ≤ dkl < 50 m
−35.7− 35 log10
(
dkl
1m
)
+ Fkl dkl ≥ 50 m
(39)
where dkl is the horizontal distance between UE k and AP
l (i.e., ignoring the height difference). The shadowing term
10
Fkl ∼ N (0, 82) only appears when the distance is larger than
50 m and the terms are correlated as
E{FklFij} = 8
2
2
(
2−δki/100m + 2−%lj/100m
)
(40)
where δki is the same as in (38) and %lj is the distance between
AP l and AP j. The maximum UE power is 100 mW, the
bandwidth is 20 MHz, the noise power is σ2 = −92 dBm, and
the coherence blocks are determined by τc = 200.
We consider the same setup as in [16] with L = 100
uniformly distributed APs in a 1× 1 km area, N = 1 antenna
per AP, K = 40 uniformly distributed UEs, and τp = 20
orthogonal pilots. The pilots are assigned to the UEs according
to the greedy algorithm described in [16, Sec. IV.A], with the
only difference that we use the uplink SE as the metric in Step
2 of the algorithm (instead of the downlink SE). Moreover,
we use Proposition 3 to accurately compute the SE with small
cells, but this has little impact on the results. The thick lines
in Fig. 4 correspond to the original curves from [16] with
correlated shadowing. Fig. 4(a) considers the case when the
UEs transmit at full power (as in [16, Fig. 6]) and Fig. 4(b)
considers the case when the UEs transmit pilots at full power
but reduce the power during the data transmission to optimize
the network-wide max-min fairness (as in [16, Fig. 4]). To this
end, we use the same optimization algorithms as in [16].
In the full power case, in Fig. 4(a), it is clear from the
thick curves that Cell-free mMIMO at Level 2 with MR gives
the UEs with the 50% worst channel conditions substantially
higher SE than with small cells. The remaining UEs get better
SEs with small cells, which indicates that the considered
Cell-free system is not well implemented—since the cell-free
network has access to more APs and signal observations when
decoding a UE’s signal, the performance should be better for
everyone. Moreover, the comparison in [16, Fig. 6] is based
on a suboptimal assignment of UEs to small cells; the UEs are
sequentially selecting the AP that has the largest large-scale
fading coefficient βkl (i.e., the best channel), but only among
those that are not already serving another UE. If we change
that to let each UE being served by the AP giving the highest
SE, represented by the curve ‘Ref. [14] (Improved)’, then the
performance gap between Cell-free mMIMO and small cells
diminishes. The reason is that around 40% of the UEs prefer
to be served by another small cell. Additionally, if we use the
new improved SE expression in Corollary 4, represented by
the curve ‘L1 (Small cells)’, all the UEs get higher SE with
small cells than with Cell-free mMIMO.
Does this mean that small cells are actually better than
Cell-free mMIMO? The answer is no. Indeed, as observed
in the last subsection, the problem is that MR combining
performs badly in Cell-free mMIMO, even if single-antenna
APs are used. By simply changing to Level 2 with L-MMSE
combining, the rightmost curve in Fig. 4(a) is achieved, which
gives uniformly higher SE to all the UEs than when using
small cells. Even higher SE can be achieved by considering
Level 3 or Level 4 implementations.
The results in Fig. 4(b) with max-min power control are
different and more in line with the observations made in [16]:
Level 2 with MR gives much higher SE than small cells,
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Cell-free mMIMO at Level 2 and small
cells, using different SE expressions and AP assignments. The
UEs either transmit with full power or optimizes the power as
described in [16]. The thick lines correspond to the curves in
[16, Fig. 4, Fig. 6].
but the gap can be reduced by selecting APs based on the
maximum SE rather than the maximum βkl (represented by
the curves ‘Ref. [15] (Improved)’ and ‘L1 (Small cells)’). The
benefit of max-min power control can be seen by considering
the two thick lines (obtained as in [16]): the lower end of
the CDF curves are shifted to the right as compared to the
full power case in Fig. 4(a), yielding a higher guaranteed SE
level. Nevertheless, the use of L-MMSE combining is more
appealing than the use of max-min power control, as can be
seen from the rightmost curve in Fig. 4(b) that considers Level
2 with L-MMSE and full power transmission. This approach
gives the same performance as ‘L2 MR’ with max-min fairness
for the 2% weakest UEs, but higher SE for all other UEs; for
example, it achieves a 40% higher 95%-likely SE and a 3×
higher median SE. Hence, if L-MMSE processing is used,
advanced power control is not needed in Cell-free mMIMO to
give good performance to the weakest UEs.
V. LEVEL 4 WITH NON-LINEAR DECODING
Section IV-C showed that Level 4 can provide vastly higher
SE than the other cooperation levels in Cell-free mMIMO.
The comparison is based on using linear receive combining,
but another benefit of centralizing the signal processing at a
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Fig. 5. CDF of the sum SE over different random user
locations with L = 100, N = 4, K = 40, τp = 10. The
four cooperation levels are compared with MMSE-SIC, based
on Proposition 4.
CPU is that more advanced decoding methods can potentially
be used, since network-wide CSI and high computational
resources are available. In this section, we investigate the
potential benefits of the non-linear successive interference can-
celation (SIC) method [52, Sec. 8.3.4] in Cell-free mMIMO,
which means that the CPU decodes one UE signal at a time,
and then sequentially subtracts interference that the decoded
signal caused to the remaining signals. The interference cannot
be fully canceled since the CPU has imperfect CSI, but it can
still improve the SE of the UEs compared to linear combining.
Proposition 4. At Level 4, if the MMSE estimator is used to
compute channel estimates for all UEs and the signals are
decoded using MMSE combining and SIC (MMSE-SIC), then
for any decoding order an achievable sum SE is
SSE(SIC) =
(
1− τp
τc
)
E
{
log2 det
(
IK + PHˆ
HE−1Hˆ
)}
(41)
where P = diag(p1, . . . , pK), Hˆ = [hˆ1 . . . hˆK ] ∈ CLN×K ,
E =
∑K
i=1 piCi+σ
2ILN , and the expectation is with respect
to the channel estimates.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C.
Proposition 4 provides the sum SE of the Cell-free mMIMO
network, and not the individual SEs of the UEs. The reason is
that the latter depends on the decoding order; that is, the later
a UE is decoded, the less interference it will be affected by
and thereby it will gain more in SE compared to using linear
combining. Irrespective of the decoding order, all UEs get at
least as high SE with MMSE-SIC as with MMSE combining.
Fig. 5 revisits the scenario in Fig. 2(a) by considering
Cell-free mMIMO with L = 400 and N = 1. The CDF
of the sum SE over different random realizations of the
UE locations is plotted when using either Levels 1-4 with
MMSE/L-MMSE combining or Level 4 with MMSE-SIC,
based on Proposition 4. The MMSE-SIC method improves the
sum SE, but the average gain over ‘L4 (MMSE)’ is only 1%.
The reason for such modest gain is the favorable propagation
phenomenon that makes the UEs’ channels nearly orthogonal
[27], meaning that the inter-user interference is effectively
canceled by the MMSE processing described in Section III.
Hence, we conclude that non-linear processing is not needed
in Cell-free mMIMO. This is also the reason why we did not
present the detailed per-user SEs in this section.
Another observation that can be made from Fig. 5 is that
Level 1 and Level 3 provide roughly the same sum SE, while
Level 2 is far behind in performance. The large gap to Level 4
further reinforces the point that a centralized implementation
is strongly preferred in Cell-free mMIMO.
VI. A LOOK AT THE FRONTHAUL SIGNALING LOAD
The reported results show that a Level 4 implementation is
strongly preferred. The counterargument might be that such an
implementation would require much more fronthaul signaling
than Level 2 and Level 3, but we will now show that it is not
necessarily the case. By using the formulas in Table I, Level
4 requires less signaling if
τcNL
(τc − τp)KL =
τc
τc − τp
N
K
< 1. (42)
Since τcτc−τp ≈ 1 and K  N are typical for Cell-free
mMIMO, Level 4 actually requires much less signaling.
Fig. 6 shows how many complex scalars need to be sent
from an AP to the CPU per channel use, as a function of
the coherence block length τc. We consider the same setup
as in Fig. 2(b): L = 100, N = 4, K = 40, and τp = 10.
Level 4 requires more signaling if τc ≤ 11, while much
less signaling is required when τc becomes a hundred, as
in practical systems. As τc → ∞, Level 2 and 3 require
K/N = 10 times more fronthaul signaling than Level 4.
The reason is that the received data signals constitute a much
larger number of scalars than the channel estimates. Since
K ≥ N is typically the case in Cell-free mMIMO, Level
2 and Level 3 increase the fronthaul signaling by processing
the N -dimensional vector yl into the K-dimensional vector
[sˇ1l, . . . sˇKl]
T. In practice, an AP will not serve all the UEs in
the network but only those with a good channel. Nevertheless,
as long as each AP serves more UEs than it has antennas (e.g.,
more than one UE in conventional Cell-free mMIMO with
N = 1), Level 4 is preferable in terms of fronthaul signaling.
Admittedly, this comparison assumes that all scalars are
shared with infinite precision, while in practice it is plausible
that the pilot signals require higher bit-resolution when sent
to the CPU than the data signals. On the other hand, the pilot
signals constitute only a minor fraction of the total signaling
and [32], [53] recently showed that the estimates can be
compressed rather well.
A. Serial Fronthaul
Since Level 2 and Level 3 necessarily provide lower SE than
Level 4, these levels are only practically interesting if they
require lower fronthaul capacity. The previous example shows
that this is not the case when each AP transmits individually
over the fronthaul, but there are alternative solutions that
reduce the fronthaul capacity requirement. In particular, this
happens when several APs are deployed along the same wired
connection, as illustrated in the lower right corner of Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 6. Number of complex scalars that needs to be shared
between an AP and the CPU per channel use (L = 100, N =
4, K = 40, τp = 10).
Suppose AP 1 and AP 2 share a fronthaul connection in this
way. When the locally estimated signal sˇk1 at AP 1 is sent
over the fronthaul to AP 2, this AP will compute sˇk1 + sˇk2.
The result is then sent to the CPU, which can still form its
signal estimate in (23) at Level 2, since it is the summation
of the local estimates at all the APs. By instead transmitting
the weighted local estimates aklsˇkl over the fronthaul, Level 3
can be implemented in the same sequential fashion (assuming
that akl can be computed locally at AP l).
Since only one scalar per UE is transmitted over each
segment of the fronthaul, the capacity requirement does not
grow with the number of APs that are sharing the wired
connection. In the extreme case when all APs are deployed
along the same wire, the number of complex scalars sent over
the fronthaul per coherence block reduces from (τc − τp)KL
in Table I to (τc−τp)K. This type of serial fronthaul is needed
for Level 2 and Level 3 to make practical sense, which is why
it is adopted by the radio stripes concept described in [43].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduced a taxonomy for Cell-free mMIMO
with four different implementation levels, from fully central-
ized to fully distributed, and generalized previous results to
account for multi-antenna APs, spatially correlated fading, and
arbitrary receive combining. The majority of previous papers
on this topic relied upon a distributed implementation with
local MR processing. Remarkably, we discovered that this is
basically the worst way to operate cell-free networks.
Firstly, local MMSE processing provides substantially
higher SE than MR, and is the key prerequisite for Cell-
free mMIMO to outperform conventional Cellular mMIMO
and small-cell networks. Importantly, this is the case even if
each AP is equipped with only one antenna; local MMSE
processing can roughly double the SE per UE.
Secondly, we showed that a centralized implementation,
with all the signal processing taking place at an edge-cloud
processor (a.k.a. CPU in the cell-free literature), is highly
preferable compared to distributed alternatives. In fact, the
centralized Level 4 implementation can simultaneously in-
crease the SE and reduce the fronthaul signaling. Linear
processing is sufficient at Level 4 since non-linear processing
provides negligible gains due to the favorable propagation
property [27]. The pCell technology [19] is an example of
a centralized cell-free system, which demonstrates that it is
practically feasible. A serial fronthaul is needed to make a dis-
tributed implementation competitive in terms of the fronthaul
capacity requirements, and an improved version of Level 3
needs to be developed to reduce the performance gap to Level
4. Non-linear processing can be useful at Level 3 and the
compute-and-forward relaying framework can potential guide
the development of such methods [47], [54], [55].
An interesting analogy can be made between the results in
this paper and recent developments in the Cellular mMIMO
area. The seminal paper [4] advocated for using MR pro-
cessing, based on asymptotic arguments. MR was known to
be suboptimal when having a small number of antennas, but
anyway became the most well-studied method in the literature
since the SE can be computed in closed-form, even with more
complicated system models containing spatially correlated fad-
ing and/or hardware impairments [3]. However, recent works
have shown that M-MMSE processing greatly outperforms
MR even in the asymptotic regime [9]. Similarly, the main
conclusion of this paper is that it is time to forget about MR
also in Cell-free mMIMO and instead consider only MMSE-
based schemes—irrespective of the level of cooperation among
the APs and the number of antennas used at each one.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Since the CPU does not have knowledge of the channel
estimates, it needs to treat the average channel gain aHkE{gkk}
as the true deterministic channel. Hence, the signal model is
sˆk = a
H
kE{gkk}sk + υk (43)
which is a “deterministic” channel with the additive interfer-
ence plus noise term
υk =
(
aHkgkk − aHkE{gkk}
)
sk
+
K∑
i=1,i6=k
aHkgkig
H
kiaksi +n
′
k. (44)
The interference term υk has zero mean and is uncorrelated
with the signal term in (43) since
E{aHkgkk − aHkE{gkk}}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
E{|sk|2} = 0. (45)
Therefore, we can apply [3, Cor. 1.3] to obtain the achievable
SE in (19).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
In this proof, we drop the bold face to emphasize that all
parameters are scalars. Using the capacity lower bound in
[3, Cor. 1.3] with hˆkl as the known channel realization, an
achievable SE is
E
{
log2
(
1 +
pk|hˆkl|2
E{|υ|2 |hˆkl}+ σ2
)}
(46)
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where υ = h˜klsk +
∑
i 6=k hilsi and
E{|υ|2 |hˆkl} =
∑
i∈Pk\{k}
p2iβ
2
il
pkβ2kl
|hˆkl|2 +
∑
i 6∈Pk
piβil +
∑
i∈Pk
piCil
(47)
by exploiting the fact that hˆil and hˆkl are independent for all
i 6∈ Pk and hˆil =
√
piβil√
pkβkl
hˆkl for all i ∈ Pk. By inserting (47)
into (46), we can expand the expression as
E
log2
1 + |hˆkl|2 pk (1 +Alk)∑
i6∈Pk
piβil +
∑
i∈Pk
piCil + σ2


− E
log2
1 + |hˆkl|2 pkAlk∑
i6∈Pk
piβil +
∑
i∈Pk
piCil + σ2


(48)
and compute each of the expectations using [23, Lemma 3]
and hˆkl ∼ NC(0, pkτpβ2kl/Ψtkl) to obtain the final expression
in (29).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
The received signal in (9) for Level 4 can be expressed as
y =
K∑
i=1
hˆisi + e (49)
where e , n +
∑K
i=1 h˜isi has zero mean and correlation
matrix E. Since the MMSE channel estimates are known and
e is uncorrelated with hˆisi for all i, (49) can be treated as
a multiple access channel with colored noise. In the worst
case, in terms of mutual information, the colored noise is
independent of the desired signals and Gaussian distributed.
Hence, we can apply pre-whitening followed by standard
results on MMSE-SIC receivers to obtain the achievable sum
SE [52, Sec. 8.3.4] E{log2 det(INM+A−1/2HˆPHˆHA−1/2)}.
This expression reduces to (41) by utilizing the fact that
det(I + BC) = det(I + CB) for any matrices B,C of
compatible sizes, and by including the pre-log factor 1−τp/τc
that is the fraction of channel uses used for data. Note that
the sum SE expression is independent of the decoding order.
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